Salient Features

Grow your Business without any Management hassles ...

A few highlights and the factors that help BuyerEase model to emerge and gain wider acceptance are:

Increase Profitability and Reduce Cost ...

The application costs of development, up gradation,
enhancements, servers, 3rd party software tools and maintenance,
etc. are spread over a number of clients.

The model is normally run on web-servers - making it
available 24 x 7, anytime, anywhere, and supports spread
staff over geo-locations

Modular, Customizable, and Scalable - Available with preferred
components for different budgets.

Provide MIS in structured form so as to enable strategy
formulation and decision-making. Report exporting,
printing and emailing facility.

Immediate and speedy implementation with little or no software
project experience, no or little training, no maintenance hassles.

Risk of software project failure is minimized - the annual
revenue model guarantees a certain level of service at a
predetermined fixed cost.
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Enhance Productivity ...

Cutting edge and future proof technologies making a
seamless transition to constantly emerging trends and
advancements in technologies.

Clients can focus on their core business where as FSL’s highly skilled
workforce and expertise shall keep it up to date, focusing on
reliability, scalability, security, integration, and service.
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Used by Customers in

Well Established Product

India, China, Bangladesh, France, Belgium ...
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Deploy - “On Cloud” or “On Premises”

Payback in approximately 6 months ...
BuyerEase helps in managing more business - with same resources or
infrastructure - without increasing management bandwidth,
yielding in increased revenues and reducing cost.
Availability of Information itself increases the productivity at least by
20% or even more, where other benefits add to the savings.

Introducing BuyerEase - a web based software tool for buying houses, sourcing agencies, liaison offices,
retailers, and importers to optimize management in handling product catalog; product development; preproduction approvals; production tracking & monitoring; shipment, traffic, and logistic.

An End-to-End Software Solution for Sourcing

Key Features
Manage Product, Style, and Item database.
Create, publish and share product catalogue, collection and
website in B2B mode (protected or private with selected buyers) as
well as in B2C public mode with anybody on Internet.
Manage product-line development and sample tracking, handling
samples, offers, and price quotations

UNIQUE IMPLEMENTATION
BuyerEase understands reasons of failure and provides a
complete solution guiding every aspect with its Unique
Implementation Methodologies...
Ready-to-use: already managing business operations
with number of companies successfully.
Installation and Configuration is done by FSL’s
technologist in liaison with your people to ensure smooth
operations maximizing throughput.

Generate alerts and exceptions with a configurable escalation
matrix with features like advance warnings, alerts over email, and
intelligent reporting on need to know basis.

Post-Installation Training is provided using
demonstrations  trial usage  hand-holding methods
to ensure successful implementation.

Automate Time ‘n’ Activity calendar - TnA, WIP, Work In-Progress,
or Critical Path Management - defining responsibility and target for
each activity to monitor the purchase orders through production
follow-ups via tests, inspections, and up to dispatching.

Data Conversion is facilitated through automated tools
build by the technical team and if required can be built
and provided at nominal charge.

Generate and manage shipping and post-shipping documents
with full traffic and logistic tracking
Manages account receivables through debit notes and receipt of
commissions from buyer and / or suppliers
Record, track, and settle claims – whether quality, delays, or rebate
- between buyers and vendors

Increase Profitability
and reduce cost...

For details, please visit www.BuyerEase.com

Track customer purchase order – pre-production follow-up,
production monitoring, inspections, and shipping.

Inspect goods with automatic AQL formula, comprehensive defect
check list, digital library, product, label, and packing check-list
generating Inspection Reports and Inspection Certificates.

And the saving on salary, management time and other expenses once properly implemented - shall pay for the software in around 6
months, with a perpetual return on investment (ROI).

Integration with any existing legacy system can also be
handled on case-to case basis.
Customization: Though BuyerEase is built on industry
standards, best practices, and business processes, but
unlikely of you still feel that customization is required,
then our team of domain experts can evaluate the gaps
and can suggest you an economical solution accordingly.
Support: BuyerEase uptime is ensured through prompt
support and service handling daily errands and hurdles to
be a reliable information system.

Challenges
Lack of end-to-end system with no
inter-department coordination; high
data escaping attention to critical tasks,
and no track to work done history

Scattered Information requiring high
lead time, efforts, and cost in
gathering, compiling, analysing, and
negotiating data

Non-uniform, inconsistent and
disintegrated buying process with
duplicate data entry at multiple levels

Virtual team management across
different time zones causing delays and
communication gaps

Our Solution
Establishes the buying process - from sample, style library, purchase order
tracking to shipment information, product quality (inspections) as well as
process quality (compliance audit)
Alerts & Alarms – Works as an assistant having a well defined Task to-do with
outstanding and overdue jobs, reminders and automatic escalation matrix

Availability of instant information to top management and people
concerned enabling quick decision making
Reduces time cycle of information gathering, processing, and negotiating;
resulting in saving in efforts, time, cost, confusion, disputes, and stresses

Proven unified solution based on industry best practices - across offices,
geo-locations, buyers, vendors, agents, and associates
Consistent processes, procedures, and formats across teams, divisions, and
business units with data availability - on online, real-time, up-to-date,
instant, across departments and on need to know basis

Organizes all communication in a structured format making it readily
available, improving the work-flow efficiency
Capable of electronic communications – internally (inter-department) as
well as externally (vendors and buyers) – minimizing confusions and
maximizing efficiency. Fast communication at a lower cost – to access to
real-time information - globally and round the clock

Use anywhere - on laptop, desktop, or even TAB

Buying Process Automation

